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shocking levelations mntainec~in t h i ~papkye&'rziise
a fateful question befoie the American people. Are ..pi
.to
eatf&t.thepower.of .decision on war or peace to the resyfgent
aggressive militarism of WestGermany? 'Ibis is the real
issue involved in the so-called Berlin.dsis and in the German
qu~stion.' .
The facts brought out by Mr. Henri are incontrovertible.
The G m w y of Ademuex has.in fact become the strongest
and .biggelit military power in Westan Europe, the spear-:
h&d of :thie NATO forces on the Continent Under present!
p h , it-willbe armed with nudear rockets. Rear bases have
alkeady been assured the Bundeswehr in BriFrance,
Italy, Spain, Greece, Denrnatk and Norway. A big German
submarine and surface fleet is again to appear on the ,Baltic,
armed with Polaris m b d e s The present German General Staff
&the Bundeswehr carries on, mostly with the same eaerals
and A d d a l s of Nazi Germany, from where Hider eft off.
It is permeated with the spirit of reven e for defeats in two
world WW~'
d -its general, Speide is in ommnand of
NATO forces in Central Emope; another, Heusinger, is chairman of the NATO committee in Washington charged with
&taxy planning. In line, with traditional German military
theory, -thecpresent General Staff has a new Blitz plan-the
sudden nudear strike. Far born acting merely as +m instrument of NATO or the Pentagon, the German General Staff
has aggressive ambitions of-its own-ambitions which, if realized, would start a nuclear war.
It' should be remembeid that Bonn Germany i s a big
power, second only to the United States in the Westerzq
world. It bas outstripped Britain indu-y,
and holds the
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commanding economic positions in Western Europe. The continuity of the German General StafF, so graphically depicted
here, is ardeled by the continuity of the same monopoly
power w 'ch supported Hitler. The same Generals, and the
same Krupps, Thyssens, and I. G. Farben. Let it also be
noted that the same American Big Business groups which
helped restore German monopoly after the first world war
have collt~1iuted even more heavily to the restoration of
that power after World War 11. In fact, they have a far greater
stake in the cartel and corporate network of Adenauer Germany than they had in the Weimar Republic.
Further, resurgent German militarism has been nurtured
by massive financial, political and military support from tht
U.S. Government ever since the beginning of the cold war.
It was by unilateral decision of the United States, supported
by Britain and France, that the Federal Republic of Germany
was set up in 1949, inaugurating the national division of Germany in violation of the Potsdarn agreement. By similar unilateral action, BUM Germany was remilitarized .and brought
into NATO, with the Bmdeswehr assigned the role of NATO
"shield." And now the unmistakable trend in the "position of
strength" policy is to make the resurgent German military
power the chief ally of the United States in Europe, as spearhead of NATO.
We must also note, that the indifference of the German
General Staff to the fate of the German people in a nuclear
war is matched in the United States by the revived
McCarthyite ultra-Right, which does not hesitate to advocate
nuclear war whether the issue be Berlin, Laos or Cuba. Senator Goldwater's infamous phrase that he would rather be
dead than Red is the same deceptive and criminal slogan under which the Munichites and appeasers supported Hitler as
their super-weapon against Communism. Those of this mentality-including the John Birckrs, the Dixiecrats and the
racist hate-mongers-have a natural &ty
with the neo-Nazis
and the German militarists, and openly proclaim it. Today,
the danger of this new " F a Column" to the peace and secur-
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ity of the United States is immeasurably greater than in tha
thirties.

The present-day world is radically different than it was id
1938.
If we are to have a policy that will curb the resurgent West
German militarists and assure peace, we must t d y assess the
realities of today's world. Socialism cannot be reversed; colonialism is finally on the way out; people everywhere want peace.
These are the decisive forces in the world today-and not the
resurgent past, in Germany or elsewhere. If almost twenty
years ago H i W s army met disaster on the Russian front, a
similar venture today would prove an utter fiasco almost instantaneously. The German revanchists know this. Is it not,
therefore, in order to ask, as does Mr. Henri: Against whom
will the new Blitz plans of the German General Staff be used?
We have had more than enough rebuffs, defeats and
fiascos as the result of a cold war policy which is proving more
and more bankrupt "Firmness" in the service of this policycan lead to complete b a h p t c y , to increasing the tempo and
number d fiascos. Rather do we need a firm resolution to reverse this trend. We need an established national policy of
peaceful coexistence that will seek a mutual understanding
with the Soviet Union for a peace treaty with both Germanys,
for the mutual withdrawal of armed forces, demilitarization of
Germany and Central Europe, and disarmament In this manner can we assure peace and defend democracy in the United
States.
JAMES
S. ALtEN
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By ERNST HENRI

I. The German General Staff
Plays Its Last Card
..

a century has elapsed since the
shadow of Hitler fell over Europe and people in the 1Ws
began to think seriously of the possibility of a second world
war. Everything in the world has changed in the course of
these decades, the most dynamic in history.
There is a new world situation, an entirely different relation of class forces; there are new machines, new weapons,
new men at the head of states, and a new map of the world.
There is no Hitler, no National Socialist Party, no Gestapo.
Nor is there that German state from whose bowels the flames
of the Second World War emerged. The rising generation
knows of the storms that raged over Europe only from books
and hearsay.
Everything looks different. Tremendous changes are taking place even in outer space. Never before has life advanced so rapidly as in our days. And only in one respect,
apparently, has the world stood still, as if unable to move
from the spot. Anybody who makes a study of the policy
of German militarism, will find the same question, the same
probletns on the agenda today as he fo&d a quarter of a
century ago.
What are Western Germany's intentions? Is it true that
certain generals in Bonn are planning a third world war?
: More than a quarter of
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What is their concept of such a war under present-day conditions? Is it possible that in the sixties of the present century such plans could be nurtured, in a small state like the
German Federal Republic? ' And if the answer to that is yes,
then what do the BOnn militmists hope for, what are their
. strategic plans?
One thing is beyond doubt. The old Germany does not
exist but the German General St& does. Nor is there anv
doubt that its leaders are again at work, poring over th;!
same old maps.
The German General StafE is an institution that has always
played a special role in European history. One would h d
it hard to point to any other organization anywhere in the
world, that has spilled so much blood. An accident d hist q ? Certainly not. A number of factors have made German militarism the scourge of Europe, and one of them is
the activities of the German General St&.
German militarists have always believed that their corntry exists primarily for war. They handed this idea down
from generation to generation. ^Prussia is not a state possessing an army, but an army possessing a state," said Comte
de Mirabeau, a French states~mn,at the end of the 18th
century. A hundred and fifty years later an American general came to the same conclusian.
T h e German General Staff itself must be utterly destroyed. These wars of Germany's have been, fro* the
standpoint of the general staff, merely campaigns--merely
incidents. They [members of the German General Staff]
star€ed back m 1806, under Scharnhorst, and they have determined to rule Europe."
The general who came to this conclusion after the Second
World War was Dwight D. Eisenhower.
L

"Clairvoyants"
There is one other circumstance to be considered. The
leading spirits of the German General St& have never aban-
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doned their plans and never remain idle in peacetime. No
matter what the condition of bourgeois Germany may have
been, no matter how devastating the defeats she sufFmed,
the German General StafF bas always, methodically d
painstakingly, continued to prepare aggressive plans. It
has no other concepts. Its generals do not reoognize documents of capitulation, disarmament commitments and treaties
aimed at &engthening peace; the desire for peace expressed by the people of their own country does not interest them. Following each capitulation, they have bent all
their efforts towardsTthe crebdm af a new aggressive army
and the selection of the time, place and method far the next
aggressive act.
Whether bourgeois Germany is a monarchy, a fascist state
or a republic, the war machine always remains in their hands.
The German General St& is content with any social system
except socialism. At the head of the military caste, that in
the years of Hitler's rule numbered about 500,000 officers,
the General StafE is a tightly-closed corporation that surrounds itself with the aura of semi-divinity. It is no exaggeration to say that the German militarists believe themselves to be something in the nature of "Uebemmwclzen"
(supermen). 'There must be something superhuman,
something not of this world in the leader of an army," wrote
their teacher and leader, Graf Schlieffen, Chief of the German General Staff in the years preceding the First World
War. It was he, too, wEo called the army leader "a clairvoyant."
Almost all the German generals of the past 150 years
have come from this group of brass-hatted megalomaniacs
who have passed on their plans for aggression as though by
right of succession. This succession in the German General
Staff has been uninterrupted since the beginning of the 19th
century. The post of Chief of the General Staff, which the
German militarists, according to one of their number, General Groner, consider the most important post in the world,

har at various time Deen meupied by people like Moltlrs*
Sddieffen, Hindenburg, S
e i Blmbers Balder and Guderian. Each of them tdabor'awd ~]ansfor the conquest of
Europe: ScbliefFen, Hindenburg, ~ a c k m e nand 06
geneaals . who sewed under.?ths Kaiser were Moltke's pupils.
Ludendd, and the Wehrrnacht generals, Griiner and Seecla
of the Weimar Republic,.were ScbliefFen9spupils, and their
su-wm,
Hammasibin and-tFritsch, were Griiner's pupils..
The genaab.of HitlatsrIWebrmacht,Keitel, Jodl, Brauchitsch,.
R w l W t PHalder 'and d m m o~f others were trained by that.
same. p p . of kcsdit&y **optsn
from the General:
Staff who la-.
the h t ; W a r l d w,ar.
This thread from the past extends to our day. Hemsinger,
WbdfIder*'ofthe B 6 t ~Buridesweh, 5s 'a farmer Operatioas
~IIPref~bf
thk Aimy General Staff; &same post was once held
B$T LudhdorfB and ' ljv the &ef of the Reicbswehr, Fritsch.
Gother of the ~ubdkwehrginerals, Spidel, served in the
t

al ~tafTEnthe Wties and headed the Western Armies
Di*ion (Al&dbg-Fr*
Heme West). Of the 140 gen5bh and
@'the li)undeswehr, 81 had belonged to
b\tibe Gened+&taffa
by the end of the Second World War.
mese are d d 1pGPils of Blomberg, Halder, Brauchits&
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Rmdstedr *and. K6iteI.
.
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Th; iYiemk9'*of German General Staff belong'~~d~d
fer&iiv$nerations, they are men of varying abgties add'%@
queptl ,.of
military schools and tendencies: ~ ' F h ?
d ,be reduced to a common denominator or ,l&'endg36
automa>ons.
But in one respect they are as
as*@ai*i3
j
*- ,-.
. - alike
+ Itfv t
**
a pW.
.
wbat&er 'period they may have liv4d,' &ha&&
&nilition
)*..,
'to which. th& country m y . hi& ' b&kf ;&3ic~d,
y
*
'
Prk' aring their adventurous milit+ G
jS
7' $dJ. bavh
m y attention to the d a i g d 4 i h'~6Wch'they:inU
""
v"
e - & nation. To them the natibn is'a 'military &-i
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v t - s o 'manydivisions, so many peopl6'p+ducing weapons;
so many possible rebers. Their thinking actually never 'ex-

tends belond a certain circle of ideas: assault-armisticeassault. To them everything else is of secondary importance.
When they lose the game and the ruling class puts them
back in their former places in their stafls, they sit down to
the card table and make a fresh stake without3hesitation.
Some bourgeois historians have even gone so far as to
suggest that the German militarists are possessed of an hereditary psychosis, a mania for mass annihilation that is systematically injected into them in the schools and military
academies. The theory of uTe~toaicmadness" has been
elaborated and German militarism interpreted as a psychological phenomenon. The authors of these theories have
overlooked, or have not wanted to see, the main thing.
The German General Staff is not a self-sufficing force tnat
operates far away from people &d classes, and revolves in its
own orbit. The generals of any bourgeois state are ap
pointed by the ruling class, live at the cost of that class and
f i B U its orders. The real significance of German General
Staff strategy arises out of its always having been the exaa.
concentrated exprasion of the policy of the class that inspires the militarists to adventurous gambles in tLe interests
OI profit-in the scramble foi foreignlands, natural resources
and markets. Everything specific, violent and- maniacal in
that strategy emanates from the class forces that engender
and inspire German.militarism.
In the past it was the robber barons, the Junker landowners and feudal lords whom Engels caned "unmth, ignorant scoundrels," "butchersn and "bone-breakers." I While
still at school they were taught the words of the ideologist of
German militarism, the historian Treitschke: War must not
leave the defeated enemy anything but his eyes that he may
weep over his misfortunes." In our times the "psychosis"
of the German militarists reflects the politics of the monopolies and the avarice of the Prussian Junkers. The owners of
concerns that did profitable business in supplying poison gas
for the death camps went farther in their militarist lust than
Treitschke. Their business did not aUow them to leave their

enemies even their eyes.
One should make a distinction between cause and effect.
If it is true that the German General Staff displays symptoms
of an aggessim mania, the roots of the disease are not to be
found in the psychology of the brass hats but in the contradictions specific to German capitdism that has for a long time
been doing its best to devour all Eumpe. This, however,
does not c&ange matters. Whatever the iutritive medium of
German military mania may be-ground rent or profit-there
is no doubt whatsoever that to this very day the reactionary
generals of bourgeois Germany are possessed of that mania.
Their sands are running out, but the gambling fever, instead
of dying down, grows stronger. Every two or three decades
they place a new stake on the card of war, and the heavier the
losses in the previous war the higher the new stake.
In September 1924, ~ i e u t e n k tColonel Otto von Stulp
nagel, operations chief of the secret German General Staff,
sent a confidential message to the Foreign Minister in which
he touched on the possibility of
a war of revenge
in the not too distant future." Stulpnagel assumed that war
would break out within 'the next "ten to twenty years." Events
proved the accuracy of his calculation. Stulpnagel envisaged
the "use of air forces . against open cities and factories, the
ruthless use of chemical weapons, etc.," in the future war.
That was fifteen years before the outbreak of the Second
World War and nine years before Hitler came to Dower. It
was the time when &rmany was preparing to offer Britain
and France the so-called West-European Treaty," later known
as the Locamo Pact. Stresemann's k t draft recognized Germany's western frontiers but refused to give guarantees in respect of her frontiers in the east. % Pact was signed in
December, 1925. British, American and French newspapers
made a solemn announcement to the effect that Germany had
joined the "concert" of Western Powers and that "a new era
had opened up in Europe." And all the time the .General
St& was methodically preparing a Blitzkreig against Britain
and France.
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A Suicide's Testament
At the end of 1944, when Germany's defeat in the Second
World War was obvious, the French newspaper Combat p u b
lished a secret German memorandum. The author was that
same Otto von Stulpnagel, who had been appointed commander-in-chief of the German occupation forces in France
after the Wehrmacht invasion. In this memorandum, running
into 60 pages, Stulpnagel examined in detail the cause of Germany's defeat in the Second World War and outlined the conditions that would bring Germany victory in the Third World

was.

'We do not have to fear that the peace terms will be simi-

lar to those we would have enforced ourselves, because our
enemies will be divided and estranged," wrote Stulpnagel.
'We must even try to sow the seeds of future discord in the
next peace treaty. . . . No defeat is ultimate. Defeat is a
lesson that must be learned while preparing the next, more
powerful blow. Our defeat in the present war must be regarded merely as an unfortunate occurrence in Germany's
n
victorious advance towards the conquest of the world. .
Stulpnagel hanged himself in a Paris prison in February,
1948. His former subordinate in the German General St&,
Heusinger, became the creator of the Bundeswehr.
History never forgets anything and somehow manages to
save the most secret and compromising documents. At some
future date, the archives of the Bonn General St& will probably yield memoranda, orders and letters by which researchers will be able to give an exact account of how the Third
World War was planned in that institution in the fifties and
sixties. The writings of Stulpnagel's pupils will-be found in
which they execute his last will and testament; dispositions
for an attack on all West Germany's neighbors and allies;
memoranda with advice and instructions addressed to the
Bonn Foreign Office showing how that ministry must stress the
peaceful intentions of the German Federal Republic precisely in that period when the Bundeswehr Staff is sending
out fresh instructions on war preparations.
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~verythingwill come to the .surfwe an the last day of
judgment, which will not leave even the ashes of G e r m
-miliWslla, At the p-at
time, howewm, the researcher is
not in possession of dl the data, mere fragments of doamentary evidence -being available. The present-day Stulpnageh,
Gudedas and Kdtels are taldng every precaution to keep
tbir plan for Wmld War III a deep secret. Nerdelless; the
main features -ofthat plan are gradually being revealed.
Db:p&tim Ns. S differs greatly fnmn No. 2, yet they
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aspthesc~einesmnoe. Asin&past,thestrategyofGes-,
m a i m ,is dictated by dass form- that i p e dne inter-
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ests of WCerman peuple and regard them merely as cannon
fodder. Today, as in the twenties m d thfrties, manlad gend are iuspked by insane mmmpobts. Now, as then, boPh
of them are-hidden bebiod diplmats who mcessantly harp on
a G ~ a n y ' srighis." The world has changed beyond recog&bkm, mankind is progressing at cosmic speed, d d cammudst society is sot far away. Yet Caman m i l i m Uves
fa the past and not in 'the present. On the eve of its last
.appammce in bistory, German militarism is making its biggest and most desperate stake on the last card. In 1W3, the
authm of thew lines. said in his book, H&ler Ooer Eurgw?:
"It seems impossible that Germany, aftec twenty years a
f
struggle, hunger and crisis, after the destruction of the wble
of her militmy power; after a temible mtemal wnvulsioq can
taday risk again a new world wm with my pruOf s u e
ass.
it semis unthinkable t i t Hitler-for a returnable,
mwiderable he-can on the whole dare anything W e ,without the handred-twne csrtabv of being puhrerized
more t ~ " b 1 y
thanthanever
WilheIm 11 was pulv-d?
NewerthelaPss,an @is
of the facts, in parti*
a Sjhxdy
af tbe strategy of tbe German General Staff m the early Wties, produd the inexorable c o n c l h - a
militarism
was again preparing to set a match to -.&e fuse* That is ths
kt sapping-place b e f a the finale." WT&B the authori "the
am& <m &e Saviet Union, the heart of themcialist sector
of the world-the start of the Holy War of Hitilecisrn. for the
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conquest and k b a r h t i o n of theFworld."
An analysis of German dlitarismss present war policy
leads to a similar amdusioq although &amstances and conditions are now quite diffment. But before getting do,m to
the kernel of the problem we must examine some of the argw
ntents of those who do not want to believe that it is possible
for &man militarism to pursue an agr,-ive
policy in our
day. There are people in the West who do not believe that
the ruling circles of the Federal Rmublic of Gennanv are
capab1e 4 planning aggression,-evenAifonly for purelyhilitary and xnihry-political reasons.
-Are these +p1e right?

2. The Dialectics of Insanity
Those who doubt the possibility of fresh aggressiou on the
part of G m a n militarism offer a number of military and political reasons for their doubt that at first sight seem impressive.
First d all, they point to the differawe in the military
situation of the Fedqral Republic and that of Germany in the
Wer's and Hitles's time. And this is not only a matter of
a decided change in the balance of power between bourgeois
Germany and other countries; it is nut only because the Federal Republic cappot be regarded as a great power capable
of contraposing itself as a militmy force to the leading states
of the modern world.
There is a more important c i r c u m m e , say those who
do not believe in the existence of revanchism. Any big war
would today threaten Western Germany, not with mere defeat or even debacle, with with complete destruction. A
country situated on the European $.ontier of the bourgeois
wmld, with an area of 24&000 square kilometers and a plation of about fifty d o n , would be doomed if it took part
in a nuclear war, and still more so9if it unleashed that war.

A few hydrogen bombs wodd be d c i e n t 'to wipe the Federal Republic off the map of Europe. Some experts belleve
that Wastern Germany would be turned into'an "atom desert"
within a few minutes of the outbreak od war. Never before
has German milbrism been faced with such a prospect
' How could the Cennans who have still not forgatten what
happened to them in the faties go the length of such a risknot even a risk, indeed, but-an absolutely irrevocable fate
in the .event of aggression?
Withogt doube the wgument is a serious one. It might
even seem that this alone is quite enough to -discourage-the
Germans from any idea of a new war*
Such an argument stands in need of very substantial
amendment. The Germans, the German nation, have nothing to do with it. We are .talking about German militarists,
and that is not the same thing.
The Bundeswehr generals, of course, realize full well what
would happen to the Federal Republic of &mimy if it were
to plunge into a nuclear war. Since war is their profession,
they naturally h o w this better than anybody else in Westem
Germany. We pose the question differently: Would that stap
them? And the answer is: No? There is consistenoy in madness.
On January 27, 1942, when the Second World War was at
its height, Hitler made the following a&ouncement: "In one
respect I am absolutely cold-blooded. If the German natiun
does not want to risk itself, then let it disappear.On another occasion Hi& said: "The sacrifice of the entire German youth is not too high a price to pay for German
domination of Eurupe." And in 1945, on the eve of the collapse, the Fuehrer announced: "If the war is lost, 'let the
German people perish. It is not worth considering the pn?servation of primitive foundations for the further existence of
the people. We had better destroy it.all ourselves." .
That is how Hitler taught the German militarists to look
upon tbe risk of national suicide. Has their attitude to the
question changed in the nudear age?
a

'

The Sta-ke Is Life or Death
A book called Germuny's Trump Curds, by J. Barnick, was
published in the German Federal Republic in 1958. The
West German radio called it "the most significant publication
on the German question since 1945." Minister of War Strauss
told the publisher that he had read the book "with tremendous attention?
If.a ngc1ea.r war breaks out, writes Barnick, "Germany
must do her part irrespective of what is going on around her
or what may hap en subsequently. She must fight again. . .
But will that war lgave any sense? Will not the loss of human
life in a radioactive mist devaluate all victories and everything else besides? Wen, that is something we cannot know
in advance. The stake is life or death-in any war, not only
in an atomic war."
Barnick outlines Germany's position at the moment a war
begins; he makes no bones about the fact of the Federal Republic being an "ideal target" for modern weapons of mass destruction. "A massed. nuclear attack on Western Germany,''
he says, "could, in the course of a few days, that may soon be
reduced
to a few hours, make ash-heaps of all the big
cities and industrial centers and reduce the population from
fifty to fifteen milli~n.. In that case what should we
do?
n
We must fight. Only then will war really begia .
Seven out of ten inhabitants of the Federal Republic will
perish. But Barnick already has visions af a evi~toriouscampaign in the East," with "Gennan troops quartered in Ufa
and Kmsk." "Acting as a fearful force: he says in another
place, "the army will break a road for itself through chaos,
cries of horror and seas of blood."
A maniac? Possibly. But he is a maniac whose delirious
ravings are read by the Minister of War with "tremendous
attention" and are offered to the public under the title of
"Germany's Trump Cards." Barnick is far from being alone.
In April, 1960, lectures were delivered in a number of
West German cities by an American-German journalist, 'a
certain Schlamm, whose book in defense of the revanch pol-
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icy-The UItirnate Miracle-was m&ersensotian m the West.
Schlamm has Muential co-m
in Bonn. When he proposed, in the town of Wuppertal, that the Federal Republic
of Germany should demand, by way of an ultimatum, the extension of her territory to the 1938 frontiers of the Reicb, he
was asked:
Question: And if the ultimatum is rejected?
Answer: Marschiem!
Questh: By that you mean that if the ultimatwn does not
bring results, we should attack?
A m r : Jawohl!
Question: Even if it cost a hundred million lives?
Answer: Yes.
It may be said that it is more important to know the opinion of the generals than that of the Schlamms 'wd Barnicks.
That is true, although it is obvious that the generals and ministers will not be so outspoken on such a subject Still, at
times interesting phrases drop from their lips. True enough,
they do not eak straightforwardly, but in vague hints. Even
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that is enoug
Heusinger, the Bundeswehr chief, said, when speaking of
war: "If
our offensive collapses and the enemy goes over
to the offensive, we must leave Hamburg, Hanover, ICassel,
Nuremberg, Munich and other cities to the enemy only as
heaps of ruins? Sea& instruction No. 145159, issued by the
Bonn staff and published in the German democratic press,
envisages 'the transfer of the government and other autlrorities to safe areas" (evidently to S p i n ) in the event of war.
But where can the German people 'be transferred to? Such is the present-day thinking of the Bonn stafF. Is it so
very different from what Hitler said?
The successors to Keitel Jodl and Guderian are pondering
over plans for revenge. The dispositions are plotted on the
map. Operation orders have been drafted. Before them lies
atom death. Aggression is tantamount to national suicide.
Will the revanchist generals tear up their plans after coming
to this conclusion? They wilI not. What is important to
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tbem is not the lives of thirty-five million Germans in Western
Germany which Bamick takes as the starting pint, but veagamce on other nations fop 19141918 and 19591985, far the
defeat of Ludendorff and Hitla. There£-

as BamiJr says,

LfVB must fight"
We repeat-psychiatrists may parsibly detect symptoms of
insanity in these arguments. W e kww, however, tbat madmen have started wars on more than one occakm. There &
something more impmtant for us to consider. The argument
that the German militarists could not risL a war because it
threatens the physical destruction of their m t r y does nut
hold water. The German militarists are prepared to risk war
even if the Federal Republic of Germany is reduced to a heap
of ruins and they have to seek asylum in Spain. The consequences of their phns am m howhg contradiction to their
aims. That however, is the paradox of insanity.
The second argument. It is said in the West that the Bonn
generals are not the same as their precEecessms. It is asserted
that they are soldiers of a completely different, new caliber;
they are not the German militarists that the world has known
for- centuries but some sort of hybrid generals of dual nat i o n & ~ , half-German, half-NATO, or TCuropeans." Such
generals are supposedly not dangerous. to anyone. They are
even said to be "democratic, h u m a w and enemies of war*''
None of these assertions come anywhere neat the truth.
They are the same generak. Nothing has changed-neither
their faces, nor the& brains, nor their tdee jbz. The only
thing that has changed is the uniform they wear.
All the leading generals in the Bundesntehr seaved undex
Hindmburg and were promoted under Hitler. The Bonn
carps of generals in its entirety emerged from the d . o f
the old W e h a c h t . There i s not one of them who held a
rank lower than that of lieutenantcolonel in the Wehrmacht.
But even this is still not the chief point.
It is frequently stressed in Bonn that the Bundeswehr
leaders did not in former times belong to the most loyd proNazi clique beaded by Keitel jodl, Kessdrhg, Guderian and

the others but to

the s 0 ; d d opposition group of Beck,

Witzleben and RommeL
This is only a half-truth. The present heads of the Bundleswehr bebnged to both p p s . At k t they belonged to the
pro-Nazi clique and during the second half of the war to
the group headed by Beck, the group that tried to get rid of
Hitler and take hi9 p b . It fs this very fact, howeve, thaa
shows their af6htion to the central group of the most dangerous strategists of German militarism. The leaders of the present Bundeswehr deserted Hitler only when he had obviously
begun losing the war, and then only because they wanted to
correct his "miscalculatioicms," to apply a more efFedive strategy
and win the war.
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Heusinger's Secret
This is a circumstance of great significance. The past of
the leaders of the West German General Staff does more than
anything else to efrplain the present policy of the 'Federal Re~ublic. The generals in command of the Bundeswehr do not
&ant to put i n end to Hitler's policy-they want to surpass
Hitler. For that reason some of them at one time took the
risk of going to the gallows.
In June, 1960, on the occasion oE the eightieth anniversary of the birth of Colonel-General Beck, who committed
suicide in 1944, after the collapse of the conspiracy of the
generals' "opposition," the Bundeswehr semi-official publication W e h r k u d published an article in praise of the general.
"He once more turned the German theory of war and defense
back to its sources," said the article. "He thereby indicated
the direction of present military policy" (of the Federal Republic). The magazine named "the present leading soldiers
of the Bundeswehr who
like Speidel rely on Beck's ideology, or who were taught directly by Beck, like Heusinger.
These are true facts. These two, who have been leaders
of the Bundeswehr since its foundation, came from Beck's
school. Heusinger was serving in the operations division of
the General Staff, the most important an8 most secret unit of
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the Wehrmacbt machine, its %rain," at the time when Beck
was Chief of thc Genera1 Staff. Information available shows
that Heasinger betrayed his confederates in the 1944 conspiracy in order to save his own life. That, however, only con.firms his affiliation to the Beck group.
In 1944, SpeideI was the Chief of Staff to Rommel, whom
Beck had in mind as Commander-in-Chief when Hitler was
removed. H e was one of the officers in Beck's immediate
entourage. Beck's book, inws$iga#ion, published in the Federal Republic after the war,appeared with a preface by Speidele
What did thc Beck grmzp w a r d Hitles's chief "mistab'
to have beenT It was the samt misca1dation that lading
theoreticians of the General Staff found in the Kaiser's strategy
after the First World War: the inability to avoid a war on
two fronts. The 1944 conspiracy was intended to correct tbis
mistake. Beck$ idea boiled down to the conclusion of a
separate peace with the Western powers and, jointly with
t h e , to check the Soviet h y ' s advance on Berlin. The
draft aereement that Beck was to conclude with Eisenhower
after dk1e.r had been removed was drawn up by none other
than Speidel. Judging by available information, Beck, Rommel, Heusinqer and Speidel regarded this agreement as nothing. more thin a chess move to save the Wehrmacht at the
la; ruoment. None of them even dreamed seriously of abandotling the plan for the conquest of Western ~ u r 6 p e . It is
typical that in his book Disobedience of O r h , Heusinger
had no scmp1es in reproaching, Hitler for having missed the
opportunity to completely destroy the British Army at Dun-

kirk in 1940.

I

No, West German generals of the Heusinger and Speidel
type are no "hybrids"; they are not humanists and are not the
enemies of war. They are the most inveterate and stubborn
of the German d t a k s t s , the revanohists of revanchists, those
in whose eyes Hitler himself was a poor militarist, those who
tried to take revenge and re-play the second world war while
it was still being fought.

Are these generals incapable of thinking of revenge now
that they themselves are in the saddle and Beck's plan to candude an allkxnw with the West has been put imto effect, even

if delayed for one decade?
Tbis second qpment of those who do not believe that
t h e r e i s a r d h e p r a f athreatmthepartofGennanmili~WillmmarehoMwaterthanthe~St.
Thp third argument* It is said that even if there d y are
mad generals in the F e d d Rvblic prepared to risk nati~nal-Jrtidefor the sake of revenge, the same cannot be sald
of the politicians who now rule in Bonn. When the German
dharists went wer td aggression in the thid8s7they were
able to do so only with the aid of fascism. The Federal Republic today is not ruled by fasdsm but by republican cldcabm. Adenauer is not Hitler, the Bonn President Lubke
is not Hindenburg and the Christian Democratic Union
the Nazi Party.
Of all the arguments we have discussed this is undoabtedly the least convincing. Those who use %have simply
f61g0e€%l.
the pi&.
W h o ruled Germany before Hindenburg and Wtler?
Fasdsm does not emerge of its own accord and does not
come to power immediately without my intermediapieis. Let
us recall the &ah reaction that took place in Gennany be. tween the two world wars.
Militarism begat revanchism, revanchism. begat fascism-dl almost automatidy, with the
regduity of -alaw.
Without the revanchist Hindenburg there would not have
been Rieichskanzlsr Hitler. But there would have been no
President Hindenburg without General Schleicher, without
the sabre-rattling Reichwehr, without the Stahlheim and the
Herr&&, without monopolies that urged the General S M
to action. No serious student of politics would dare assert
that an identical or very similar chain reaction is out af the
question in Ademuerg'sskate* Is c l e r i h - V W
against
development into fascism?
Our contemporaries remember the past too well to treat

this question lightly. Hitlerss predecessors were the Catholic
ChanceIlors Ferenbach, Wilhelm M m ,Bmmning and Papen.
Behind their backs there were always two general staffs hidden-that of the monopolies and that of the peichswehr.
Until the time came, the monopolies and the generals allowed
the clericals and even tht Social-Democrats to rule. Bruening and Papen were appointed on General Scbleicherss proposal. In 1933, when the preparations of the Reichswehr had
gone far enough and the German \vorking class had clearly
demonstrated its unwillinpess to follow the path of revanchism, the militarists in Hindenbmgs palace pulled up their
stakes. To keep the people in chedc, an open dictatorship
was needed-the abolition of the parliamentary regime, terror
and concentration camps. In the course' of one night, clericalism gave up its place to fascism without a murmur.
We must not forget the past.
Can Adenauer prevent the development of a chain reaction that he himself has started? Can he, even if he wants
to? It can be done by other forces in Germany, but not by
the clericals.
It is possible that open revmchism in the F h l Repub
lic will require leaders different from those now officially in
power. It is not out of the question that to force the country into the fires of an a t d c war against the win of the people, the militarists, as in the thirties, will want to establish
a military dictatorship in some neo-fascist form. This is what
may well happen in the future. It is no accident that Straw,
the Minister of War, is making such a rapid career in the Federal Republic. But the foundation for such a dictatorship is
being laid, as before, by jesuitical clericalism. Adenauer is
not a guarantee against a policy of revenge, but a prerequisite to it.
We have discussed ther main arguments against the %yo
pothesis" of revenge. It has to be admitted that they are ungrounded and unconvincing. We have no substantial grounds
for doubting that the German militarists are actually aiming
at a new war.

But how, ultimately, do they picture West Germany's military strategy d e r present conditions? Even the most desperate adventurers do not plunge into adventures without
some sort of plan. The most fevaish roulette players always
bet on a "~ystem."
A number of facts tell us that the %ystemmof today's
Schlieffens and Guderians has been worked out

3. The Five C-

- - - - -

of

There is no reason whatsoever to doubt that the German
militarists are thinking seriously of revenge. Only the most
supedicial observer, however, could suppose that they are
ready to take action immediately. They need time for their
preparations, as they did before the Second World War. To
expand and equip its forces, to elaborate an operations plan
aiid occupy positions, the Bundeswehr must go thrdugh a
phase of "peaceful" growth. A study of the Federal Republic's military policy shows that the Bonn General Staff now has
five principal aims: (1)to create an army that is the strongest in Western Europe, both numerically and as a striking
force; (2) to equip that army with the most modern weapons
of mass destruction; (3) to convert all Western Europe and
part of Africa into the hinterland of that army; (4) to wrest
the NATO leadership out of American hands and turn NATO into a Bundemvehr auxiliary organization; (5) to compile'an
effective strategic plan for a new aggression, selecting the
time, place and method.
These are the five commandments that the Bundeswehr
has observed from the time of its inception. The whole poky
of the Federal Republic today is based on these five points;
in actual fact every step by the Bonn Goveniment takes its
start from there. The fulfillment of such a program obviously
'

,takes.time, .but there can be no doubt that the Bonn General
Staff has already gone along way-towards Wfilling the first
four points. The Bundeswehr generals had advanced somewhat farther by the beginning of the sixties than the Reichswehr generals had by the beginning of the thirties. The -German war machine is being built faster today than it was three
decades ago.
It took Seckt, Blomberg, Hammerstein and k k seventeen
years to build the Wehrmacht (counting from 1918 to 1935,
when Hitler a n n o d the existence of a big army). It has
taken Heusinger and SpBidd st,xneWg like seven years to
build the Bundeswehr up to its present strength (from 1954
to 1960). Can the 1961 Bundeswehr be compared with the.
1935 wehrmacht? It can, if we take as our yardstick the
strength of the German army as*comp"ed with that of the
other armies of Western Europe.
In the spring of 1958, the British military expert, Captain
~ i d d dHart, wrote:
"The Bundeswehr is preparing to become the strongest
army in Western Europe. Apparently few people r e h this
fact and its inevitable consequences. . . . The-fightingunits
constitute a much greater part af the total strength of the
Bundeswehr than of any other Western m y . The Bundesbetween its legs but it has sharp teeth.
.
wehr has its
With the exception of the American NATO divisbns, no other
country has yet reached this level. . . .
That was how matters stood three years ago. At the time
Liddel Hart made his prophesy the strength of the Bundeswehr w a s W,000, Today it is almost 3503000.This, however,
is only the skeleton of the future army. Tbe Reichswebr,
the predecessor of the Wehrmacht, had4,,000 officers; by 1962
the Bmdeswehr d have more than 22,000'offi(3ers.. .
The "teethn of the third generation of German militarists
are sharp indeed. The introduction of comcziption in the
Federal Republic, which means an axmy a &on
strong, is
already planned. One of the Boan ministers once said:
"If we get twelve divisions we get supremacy in Eumpe."
/

.. .
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This year the Bundeswehr will have its twelve divisions. It
accounts for 43 per cent of the NATO land forces under the
command of Speidel. What will be the ratio of forces within
NATO if conscription actually is introducedl
The West German air force is also on the way to reachin
first place in Western Europe.- The American Aoiation W e e
recently prophesied that the Bonn Luftwaffe would become
a striking force equal to the air forces of all West Germany's
European allies combined.
The Wehrmacht is bemg r&dt at sucb speed that Bonn
and Washington already cmdder Britain and France secondrate allies such as Austria and Italy were for Germany in former times. It has been estimated that more money is actually
being spent on building up the Bundeswehr than Hitler spent
on the Wehrmacht in the thirties.
Until recently, however, the Bundeswehr lagged behind
mother European NATO country, Britain, in one important
respect The West German General Staff did not possess that
weapon without which a modem army cannot participate
in a major war-it had no nuclear missiles and no rockets. But
tbat was in 1958. Today the situation is different. The new
Wehrmacht hopes to lay its hands on hydrogen wepons in
the near future. From the standpoint of the. German militarists, Heusinger has thereby already regained a good part
of what Hitler lost.
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Bundeswehr Plus Polaris

The amversion of the Bundeswehr into a nuclear-rocket

I!

army is the kingpin of the West German strategy of revenge. -4
Xf tbis condition is not fdfded, all the calculations of the
Bonn staff win be in vain. If it is fulfilled, the West German !!
generals consider.that the road will be open. In Heusinger's $
eyes the sum of these two magnitudes-the Bundeswehr plus
d e t s with hydrogen warheads-means as much as the
Reichswebr plus tanks meant to Hitler, and, perhaps, a little
inure.

t

C

Up to 1960, the Bundeswehr was armed only with the
simplest American short-range guided missiles such as Hen-t
John, Nike and Corporal, missiles intended for tactical use.
The Bundeswehr is now preparing to take over American
Polaris rockets with nuclkar warheads and a range of aver
2,000 Hometres. This will bring further changes to the ratio
of military forces in Western Europe. Polaris rockets are an
offensive weapon-and it is precisely Western Germany that
is earmarked as NATO's prindpa1 nuclear rocket arsenal.
The prospect is obvious enou@. As matters are now, the
Bundmek win beeme the legding atomic army in Westem
Europe.
"France, like Britain, must renounce the creation af an
atomic striking force," said the French general Valluis, cornmandea of the NATO forces in the Central European Zone.
"Britain has already renounced its striking fora. France must
also renounce hers." The inference is obvious.
The Federal Republic of Germany already has its atomic
and rocket industries. Frantic efforts are being made to create
a West German atomic bomb as soon as possible and to make
use of the French atomic bomb. American nuclear weapons,
however, are already within reach of Bonn. The new Norstad
Plan, according to which the NATO comrnand in Western
Europe should be provided with or allowed to purchase a
hundred Polaris rockets with hydrogen warheads, actually
corn- from the West German generals. And there is no
doubt whatsoever that they will decide how those rockets
are to be u s d The necessary preparations have alteady begun. The m
organization of the Bmdeswehr as an atomic army began as
long ago as 1W full-g
the autumn manetxvers m which
150,000 men partfd ted. The radlcsl mtqpnkation of ofthe
ground forces was
same as that ma& by Hitlar and Beck
in 1935. Itl Hitlm's time hfttntry divisdwere recast as
arm~redand m
o dlvfsi~ns-this
~
~was the mmar that in
1940 cut through the fimch defenses like a .knifet h r o e
butter and r a d for the English Channel meeting practicdly

no resistance. The Bundeswehr today is being recast as atom.ic brigades which, according to Strauss, should, after massed
.nuclear attacks "drive rapidly into the rear and flanks of the
enemy."
The skeleton of an aggressive army has been built and the
weapons are at hand. All that remains is to provide a hinterland.
On January 14, 1960, Strauss announced in London that
not more than 30 per cent of the West German military bases should be in West Germany. Here is what is actually taking
place while Strauss is making speeches. (We give the data for
only one year-February, 1960, to February, 1961):
At the beginning of 1960, the Federal Republic's negotiations with the Franco government became known; they
concerned the location of West German air and rocket bas&
in Spain. It then transpired that secret negotiations were taking place between West Germany and Switzerland on the
building of Bundeswehr bases in Switzerland. In March, it
was reported that the Federal Republic was trying 'to get
permission to build military bases in Africa. In July, there
were secret talks with the Portueuese Minister of Defense on
the establishment of d t a r y co"oPeration between the Federal Republic of Germany and Portugal. Then Heusinger
conferred with the Chief of the Greek General St& on the
conclusion of a military pact between the Federal Republic
and Greece.
In September, Adenauer had top secret talks with the
Italian Prime Minister, Fanfani. The Bundeswehr was granted
permission
to build bases on Sardinia. In October, the Frencha.
Bonn agreement on the establishment of ~undiswehrbases
in France was signed. In December, an agreement on military cooperation was concluded between the Federal Republic
and Norway. In January, 1961, Heusinger went to London
to negotiate on the location af Bundeswehr bases in Britain.
This is a far from complete list of the Federal Republic's
attempts to obtain bases on foreign territories. What is the
idea behind it all?

Military geography provides a straightforward answer to
this question. Heusinger intends to re-establish the hinterland that the Wehnaacht had at its disposal in Western Europe during the Second World War when he was Chief of the
Operations Division of the G e m General Staff. He wants
to begin where he left off when Hitler prevented him and his
friends from carrying out "real" aggressiun. .
If the Bundqwehr has bases m D e m k , Britaia, France,
Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece, if the territory of these
countries is the strategical hinterland of the Bundeswehr in
which its forom can be echeloned in depth and maneuvered,
Heusinger's Gennan army will ham much deeper hinterland
than Hitla had. From the point of view of the Bonn generals
this, it s e e d , is not a bad base far aggression in an atomic
war. What might actually happen to this hinterland in waitime is another tbing. The decision will not rest with the aggressors. The Bonn gamblers, however, are staldng their dl.
It has beconre quite obvious that their plans envisage the
whole NATO military set-up as nothing more than the foundation of the new Wehrmacht. If all these plans and projects
are put into operation it is only a matter of time before NATO
is finally d o w e d up by the Bundeswehr. The NATO
sign-board will, of course, continue to hang over Western
Europe, but Bonn will be in command and not the Pentagon.
It is not only that the Bundeswehr is already superior to
other NATO land armies on the European continent and will
soon take first place for air, atomic and rocket power; it is
not only a matter of the network of military bases with which
the Bundeswehr is encircling Western Europe; it is not even
a matter of the direct military alliance that has, in actual
fact, been established between Western Germany and the
United States over the heads of the other NATO meznberq
and that Washington is gradually handing the keys of that organization over to Heusingerm
Early in 1981, the post in the NATO leadership which is
probably the most important of all, passed into the hands of

the B d d - H w m g e r was appohted chairman of the
NATO permanent military committee jn Washington. In this
capacity he is entrusted with the guidance of all NATO military' planning. In this way the former Chief of the West

Gennan General St& has become the factual Chief of the
NATO. Staff. The military forces and threads leading to all
the staffs of the North A h t i c bloc are concentrated in one
and the same hands. &It the important thing is: the present
s&utegy of NATO ia being nore d more adapted to the
Bonn sfrategy of rmmge.

The "Shield" Becomes the "Sword"
This was not true a few years ago. The American military
school and its ideas were dominant in the West, and German
generals had to stand at attention in front of the Americans.
NATO strategy w a s based on what was known as "the sword
and the shield" doctrine.
The @sword"was 'American jet aircraft armed with atom
and hydrogen bombs; the %hieldmwas the West European
NATO ground forces with the Bundeswehr in the vanguard.
The "sword" was considered of decisive importance; a see
ondary and risky role was allotted the "shield." It was envisaged that when the West entered a war the chief "massed"
blow would be struck from the air by the U.S. Strategic Air
Forces. The Bundeswehr was allotted the task of taking upon
itself the drive of superior enemy forces and .Icontaining"
them as long as possible, thus covering the "heart of Europe"
which in fact meant being wiped out to gain time for the
transatlantic atomic bombers. Under such circumstances there
could be no talk of the possibility of the Bundeswehr applying
its strategy of revenge. At that time, the West German army
was supposed to think only of dying for the glory of the
Pentagon.
But things have changed.
It is well known that the outworn doctrine of American
strategic superiority in the air has had to be relegated to the

archives. The growing dght of Soviet mket technique bas
made ~ d i c u l mthe cunaept d a crushing blow by the Pentagon "sword." Rockets have proved to be much mom effective
than a 3 r d and the Soviet Unian is able to deal the awessor a much more crushing blow tfian the aggressor can d d
the Soviet Union. The whole stgate@cal positian has changed
and Heusingm wasted no time in tsking advantage of the
collapse of the M c 8 n military docLrine for his own pur-

poses*-

The new NATO strategic concept, adopted under-the direct influence of .the Bonn General Staff, judging by all the
signs, is radially Merent from the old concept Nobody
speaks any longer of the auriliary role to be played by the
"shield." When S@&l spake to the U.5. Army Assodation
in Washington an August 8,19g0,he said openly that, on the
contrary, "the decisive factor* for the Western bloc is now
"the fmoes of the shield," that is the NATO army in Westeam
Europe. The m t l a n t i c strategic air farce has been pushed
into the backgowd. In otha words, the Bundes~& and
not the American war machine is now regarded as tbe strategic core of tbe North Atlantic bloc. It i s clear that sooner
or later sb~ategich6jgemany win grm out of thh strategic
core." This is a fact of p t sic- to the Bmn government's political as well as miliCary plan^.
Hewing- ~ l l dW d a l nre obviously insisting that the a p
propriab conddm be dram $.om this fact Bonn na
itself to demanding the speedy equipment of the
longer
Bundeswabr with nuclear weap011s. The West German General Staff claims, first, that the number of diuisions at Speidel's
disposal in the NATO Central European zone be i n a d ;
secondly, that North and Southeast Emope be included in the
Bundes:wehr sphere m addition to that zone, for the purpose
of "cavering NATO flanks." Repeating the .situation at the
time of the Second World War, Scandinavia, the Mediterranean countries and even the Middle East must come within
the sphere of influence of the West German armed £ 0 1 : ~ .
Concessions made to the Bundeswehr by the UmSeAa, Brit(I
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a h -and Fzanci follow olie after another. SufEce it to r

d.

.
the latest ' of the NATO reorganization.plans-the merging
of the US. 7th Army in West Germany with the Bundeswehr
m a "biFnationalnmny. In practice this would lead merely
to the expansion of the Bundeswehr by the inclusion of the
Amdam units and the acceleration af its equipment with - .;
atomic rockets. Not fcxr nothing did Strams, overcome by the
:
exuberance of his own verbosity?onee say: *When the Bundes;
we& is ready for action we -shall talk to the crazy people
who visit Mascaw fn the proper way, in the German way, and
we wiU show them who the real leadm of NATO 6 ,
On the other hand preparations are-being made in Bonn
for 8n&r eventuality- for the possibility that the American
army may, for some reason or o h , and at some future time,
leave Europe'altogether. In that case, the Emupan members o€NATO who have been weakened in the interests of the
Bdeswehr and s m m d e d by the network of West German
bass would be face to face with the Bundemmhr.
There is no need to explain what such a situation would
mean. In addition to other things, the Bundeswehr does not
interid to b i t its forces to the NATO contingents. Plaas are
+

'

a

being made for the -tion
of a mass army subordinated only
to the otderrr of the Born General S W .
And so the stru&me.of the Westem military bloc is chang- .
ins changing ahatst impwwly3fmm.within. The helm
.,:
is *beingp l a d hto the grasping hands-.ofthe successas -to 3
~ e &and @oddanb This means that NATO strategy ig being gradually and without any great fuss, but persistmtly and
methodica11y).adapted to the strategic needs of German 6-.
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tarism.
- How is i
t being d d . The plans of the Bonn gmerals
behg discussed here concern the preparatory stages of the
p m p . Each of the ."five commandments" serves the purpose of raising the strength of the Bundeswehr to the utmost
bhfore 'thestart of military operations. The revanchists, .however, are also considering how to act when the aggression
begins.
.
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4. The Fict'-I of West European
"Defe m " Strategy
When Hitler armed his troops for revenge he did not attempt to hide what he was up to. The policy of presentday
German militarism, however, is kept carefully under cover;
the camouflage, too, is different-not the guns,but the place
and time of their use are camouflaged.
Although it is labelled "defensen-the defense of Western
Europe within the framework af NATO from some mythical
enemy in the East-the whole strategy of the Bonn militarists
has no other meaning than revenge. Heusinger and Speidel
apparently regard their almost unhindered success in developing their real strategy of revenge under cover of this fictitious.
strategy of defense to be a sure sign of their military-political
virtuosity. It must be admitted that in NATO they are actually effecting the "synthesismof the two forms of strategy
with some success.
Hindenburg and Hitler, the open revanchists, were for
some time compelled to hide the arming of the German army.
Heusinger and Speidel, taking on themselves the role of "confirmed enemies" of d i t a r y revenge, are arming before the
eyes of the whole world &d are doing their best to overtake
their former enemies in the West. EV&
step taken by the
Gennan militarists is represented as meeting the udefense" requirements of NATO strategy. .
This "strategy" is loudly proclaimed in all highways and
byways. The Bonn generals deliver long speeches on the
theme at sessions of the NATO Council and even at pnblic
meetings. Straws and Speidel grant interviews, in which they
willingly and expansively spa& of their p h and ideas. Tbe
West G e m newspapers carry numerous articles by milifary experts giving details of Bundeswehr participation in the
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militery preparations of the anti-Soviet codition, showing what
share in the common effort it taken upon itself and what sicnifices it is prepared to make in the m o n catma
In 1951, Heusinger demanded that the NATO army in
Central Europe be bmught up to tbirty divisions, showing this
to be necessary to %old the American bridgehead in Western
Ewope.'' - And' when General Eisenhower, m March 1959,
spob against the demilitarization of the F e d d Republic, he
said: 'We [the Ameaieans] do not, of course, intend to go to
war on land in Europe. What sense is there'm sending a few
thonsand sofdEers or men a few divisions to Europe?" Thus,
Heusinger and Eisdower put forward what is essentially
the same argument. It is made to appear that the Federal
Republic i s arming solely for the purpose of p d h g American
chestnuts out of bre fire in Western Europe.
This theory is untenable both from the military and political standpoints. One has anly to analyze the strategical
concepts of the Btmdeswehr to see that either they have nothing to do with West European CLdefemem
but a p t deal to
do with Weit German revenge plans, or that they are not to
be talcen at dl seriously.
According to official NATO concepts the Bmdeswebr wiU
undertake the "defense" of the Central European front for 700
bf the German Democllatic ReIdlometem
In depth, thbi &ant embraces the
public and
t$rritmy fram the Elbe to the Seine, an-area of 7s,mspurn
ldIometm with a population of 120,000,000. The alleged task
of the Bundeswehr is to cover the roads to the Rhine, the
exits ifr6m the Baltic and the approaches to South &mumy.
In the Western press, especially in h periodicals, ppicturesQne descriptions appear from time to time of "the future
battle for the Bhinem;in these descsiptions the B u n d m h r
is called upon to stand firm against a mythid enemy forcing
his way to the Atlantic. Ways m which Heusinger can "save
Europemare ardently discussed
Leaving mt of amount the well-known peace policy of the
Soviet Union, all this extravagant verbiage that we hear from

the Gemma n@b&@, wheq viewed fran the @tadpoiatof

modem
i s and ths. present ratio of m i h q forces,
bears a -7memMance
to an adwmtqze novel, a d .o w
dawg h
ck to Napo1eoaic timeg at that A;gkmc&at the map
will be mdBd&t &dm&. of W. Bpt .let us suppose-that
the army %oldingAthe NATOCentral Emopeara frat thinks
~ f o d f e o s e a n c F ~ ~ d sTbemapksbill,thet.mIthem~~
f~e~
of forces does, not^^. Viewed
this mgb t$te strategy of the & m e beQomes quite dare T h d w
Germca nlflfkwlsts ha&.&$ ddis #h@ EZbscrnd not tlze
RhbW*
.
On August 8,1960,
C~5~nk-Sn-Chid
of theNATO fa--.@.
.tht Central Jhmpem zone, spoke
from the W&mn. rrrs~wnon tkt id* and~plansof his
What -did
.
bs *mi in glam&dw? M y , ody m e
idea-U*. d
of the lami m3agHt"'~izitbe C e n d European
zone must lbbe.cpgaa&d
"er far as pussib to the east." "raday," said Speidd, uwe m phmni~gthe tile&of Cmtral
Europe on its most distant astern frontiers." And he hnmediately-.wemton to .explain exactly what he meant The
sector. under SpeIdah co-4
-a
to him, &embraces aU the:temttary of the Central European t#atesN and
his arsly dpes:nof intend to be deprived of "pth for r d
freedom 04 ~~~"
.
. , ,
if qC?tto0 hb&@bk.
This SC3D.t&& V V pr0f8u1zd,
However9 mwta layman can mmphesd Spddd's military
philoqhy and his concept of 'teal freedom." Which states
are d
y ixxihdd in the Centxd Eur~pesnm e ? In ad&tion BO the Ei'ederal ~epuMi~.:theze
are the Gemma Demucratic Republic,. Cmbosiov*
Pbland, Hungery and Am-

":Mw
."
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Plan to Invade the G.D.R.
In 1959, the German democratic press published some of
the details of the Bundeswehr Plan DEKO 11, signed by
Heusinger himself. The plan envisages the "military occupa-

tion of the Central German area up' to the Oder-Neisse line,"
i.e., all the German Democratic Republic up to the Polish

frontier. In September of the same year, NATO maneuvers
were held in the Federal Republic; they were given the code
name of "Step Aside." The exercises followed the pattern
of Hitler's Blitzkreig operations. The task set the Bundeswehr in those maneuvers was to seize the G.D.R. with the aid
of atomic weapons in the course of twenty-four hours.
Some months later, the recorded evidence of a West Ger-man officer who went over to the G.D.R. became known.
This officer formulated the Bundeswehr concept as follows:
"Operations must follow Hider's pattern-the annexation of
Austria and the invasion of the Sudeten area. The invasion
of the G.D.R. must be a lightning stroke.
P It must be
remembered that Heusinger played a prominent part in drawing up plans 'for the seizure of Austria and Czechoslovaki
in the thirties, when he was in the German General Staff.
In August, 1960, a French newspaper published an interview with two Bundeswehr officers who had gone over to the
G.b.R.; they were Major Wintzer and Captain von Gliega
who had been aides de camp to General Kammhuber, c o w
manding the Federal Republic's air forces. Wintzer said that
during an attack on the G.D.R. the Bundeswehr would try to
cut the Warsaw Treaty countries off from each other as a preLiminary maneuver. It was planned to %em the temtory
of neutral Austria for this purpose. Bonn apparently has the
foflowing plan:
The aggressors' first army group develops its offensive
by advancing along the southern frontier of the G.D.R.as
far as the Oder-Neisse line. By this means it is proposed to
separate the G.D.R.from Czechoslovakia. This group will
then turn north in the direction of Frankfurt-an-der-Oder and
Berlin to separate the C.D.R. from Poland. Simultaneously,
the second army group will advance along the frontier between Czechoslovakia and Austria, surround ~zechoslovakia
and invade Hungary to cut her off from Czechoslovakia and
PoIand. At the same time the West German fleet wiII attack
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the northern seaboard of the G.D.R. in the Rostack area and
the mouth of the Oder. The German Democratic Republic
will be surrounded. At least, that is what Heusinger's plan.
envisages.
The most extensive maneuvers in the history of the-Federal Republic were carried out in September, 1960. The
newly-formed atomii! brigades of the Bundeswehr participated side by side with American units. Ground, naval a d
naval-air forces operated in the north. Each of the maneuvers carried out was part of a single integral plan. The overall picture was the following:
Armored units are hurled.into the breach created by the
atomic attack. NATO troops advance from Bavaria on Dresden, from Schleswig-Holstein on the Baltic port of Strahlsund in the vicinity of which the West German navy makes
a landing. Berlin is the object of a parachute attack The
Bonn General St& expects to squeeze the People's Army of
the G.D.R. in a double "pincers" somewhere to the west o f
the capital.
In February, 1961, manuevas were again held in' the
south' of the Federal German Republic in which "atomic'
attach" were staged.
There is no great need to make an assessment of these
plans from the military standpoint. Those who were badly
beaten in the forties, today have to earn their living as proin some way or another. W e have other
fessional' strate*
interests.
What has all this got to do with the "defense" of Westem Europe? These are not plans of defense but purely *offensive plans, military aggression in the full sense of the word,
and, furthermore, aggression in which the G e m n militarists,
by force of habit, include a breach of the neutrality of their
nkighbor, Austria, in the case under discussion. & we see,.
thew~apleonsof Bonn again do not deem it possible to avoid
this flaunting of neutrality.

The Baltic "Pivot"
The plan, however, does not end at the Elbe and the O&x.

.

And what have the strategic plans of the Bundeswehr in the
Baltic Sea, another sector of the Speidel front, to do. with
defense?
This same Speidel also has command of the NATO forces
in the Baltic area, where about three-fourths of the Bonn navy
is now concentrated. Here again we come directly up against
aggression in its, purest form.
The official NATO thesis says that its forces are neehed in
the Baltic :to prevent aa enemy fleet breaking through the
straits into the Atlantic Ocean, and threatening
ground
forces of the Western powers on the continent, in particular
theis- commU15ications and supply lines. The Baltic must be
closed to the enemy, say the American and British strategists.
The Baltic mwt be kept open for our attack, is the way the
West German generals understand it. And the commaad is
in their hands.
On January 25, 1957, Heusinger spoke in Hamburg to the
Hansa Club, the club of the German merchant and industrial
aristocracy. According to plan "the West Germananavy must
be built. u p as an offensive force," he said. 'The fleet [of the
.Federd Republic] must .attack and deliver pits b~o$ ips.the
Baltic Sea." In December, 1958, the jouzpal, :Wehrkunde,
called the $altic Sea "the sea in which the.'f& of NATO
-will be ded@d" In August, 1959, the journalqBu&mehr
said: The Baltic Sea has changed from a seconclary factor in
world politics to the pivot of NATO strategy on the northern
flank."
These; of cowse, are ;wmds, the words of the defeated.
Nevertheless, they reflect &finite plans, concrete preparations.
~ i .k ethe
. land area to the,gast *of the Elbe;
Baltic Sea is
.
~ e g d e dby BOMas the objiict of lightning aggression.
The building of the new West German fleet is subordinated to this one idea alone. Priority is given to the submarine fleet, and the possibility of arming the vessels with
Polaris rockets carrying hydrogen warheads is envisaged.
These rockets have a range.of over 2,000 kilometers, which is
greater than the distance from any point on the Baltic Sea to

either Moscow or London; What are such submarines required for-offense or defense?
; There is no need even to look at the map and weigh the
e o of forces-or even the rocket ratio alone-to guess what
any attempt to launch s q . , attack in the East would cost
Western Germany. What .the. ammpt would end in tor the
qwessor i s only too obyious. But it is of interest to us because it gives further proof to our argument. The last thing
the B~deswehrcommand is thinking of is the "defense" of
Western Europe.
,
,
3"I'ete are other paints in the program of the Bonn General St& that indicate the same ding. ' For instance, the demand to allot the new Wehrmacht % deep hinterland" in the
western and southern parts of the continent. As though the
location of the aggressor's bases, some hundreds or even
-thousands of kilometers from Western Germany and not on
their-ourl)territory, would save them from destruction by long?
V g e rodqbl Those bases actudy are necessary; by.t,for;
purposeg that -have nothing at all to do with,.t$[tmse, ;If;!
&$e,
s t h d Bundeswehr at some time i n t q a .tp+est&q
lish$& dictatorship over Western Europe sudden15 k,\dd&
be easier; to da 8sorifits bases were located in the couq&ies
Gncemed.
*,
.+
.
.
,-..?
The strategy ok the Bonn militarists is adapted only to adz
ventures (and hopeless ones at that!); from the standpoint
of - defense it is < q t wQ&
.
a brass farthing. No right-mindert
pqson~couJd:sqdopgly consider it as such. And it is exceed:.
ingly infp.mg*at; prowent generals in Western Germany have exactly.th@ a w d e towards it, .
.*
Ten yw*ago; $e ;form& Chief of Hitler's ~en'eralSM,;
General -~bddan,.~ublished
a book in which he proved 6%
NATO strategy m western Europe was groundless and senseless. The old Blitzkrsig specialist of Wehrmacht days went
straight to the point and simply ridiculed NATO plans. We
imagine that in his heart Heusinger must have agreed with
Guderian, even if he does consider him a political simpleton.
In 1955, Colonel von Bonk r e e d -an open revolt against
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the NATO and Bundeswehr command; von Bonin w+s the
man who succeeded Heusinger in 1944 as Chief of the Operations -~ivisionof the General Staff of the Wehrmacht land
forces and who again occupied the same post in the Bundeswehr. His action created a real uproar. Von Bonin said that
NATO plans were staking the existence of Western Germany
on a single card and were a challenge to the East. '2 am
convinced,- said this prominent Bonn staff officer, "that the
NATO Supreme Command shares my opinion of the hopelessness of the defense of Europe in the event of war." In these
words von Bonin gave his readers to understand that the
strategical projects of Heusinger and Speidel had nothing in
common with their real plans. Von Bonin was removed from
his post.
Some interest attaches to the fact that Strauss himself, the
political leader of the Bundeswehr, once let the cat out o$ the
bag in a burst of that insolence peculiar to German militarism: 7 t is intolerable that we Germans should be bowmen on
foot while the American atomic knights are mounted." This
is expressive enough. Obviously Straws and Heusinger are
laying claim to the role of "atomic knights on horseback."
In more recent times, when the world has been following
with great attention the feverish activities of the Bundeswehr
and the preparations that are being made to equip it with
weapons of mass destruction, spokesmen of that army have
been speaking more frequently and more eloquently of the
"defense" of Europe. Strauss said that NATO is a defensive
alliance and that the German Federal Republic does not pursue any aims of its own. West German generals are stressing
at every available opportunity that all their efforts and endeavors are subordinated to one single idea-the defense of
the continent.
The more they shout and thump theh breasts, 'themore
obvious it becomes that what they are saying is fiction and not
fact. Under cover of the strategy of the American vanguard
in Europe, the new Bonn strategy of revenge is being put into
effect, step by step, point by point.
40

5. The Super-Blitz Doctrine
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It is said that the German militarists' passion'for aggressive
wars and their subservience to their masters, the big monopolies, take on the form of a mania that drives them on from war
to war, from defeat to defeat, from catastrophe to catastrophe.
Anyhow, they are maniacs of a specific type who are always
planning-methodically, precisely and pedantically. They
wind up the spring of aggression and when it bursts open and
slashes them across the face, they just wipe away the blood,
hamess the people anew, and settle down to plot and plan the
next assault.
What have the revanchists planned this time? How does
plan of aggression No. 3 appear to their fevered brains?
As we know, there i s little real documentary evidence available. The time i s not yet ripe for opening the archives; the
German militarists of today are keeping their real strategical
plans more strictly secret than ever before. Nevertheless,
the general pattern of their newest strategical concepts is
gradually leaking out.
Field Marshal Count Alfred von Schlieffen, who was chief
of the Kaiser's General Staff from 1891 to 1905, is considered
the founder of the modern German school of war; he was the
author of Cannae, which West German rnilistill regard
as a sort of Book of Revelations in the sphere of military
science. Almost all the generals of the Weimar Republic and
of Hitler's Reich called themselves Schlieffen's disciples, although they admitted that his ideas had proved untenable
in practice. They believed, however, that their defeats were
to be explained by the clumsy political blunders made first
by the Kaiser and later by Hitler. One of those who tried,
in the W e s and forties, to correct these errors and adapt
German politics to Schlieffen's strategy, was General Beck, the
teacher of Heusinger and Speidel.
What did Schlieffen teach the German militarists? The art
of dealing a sudden blow at a decisive moment, employing

a decisive concentration of forces on a decisive flark
In his book Canme, ~ c h i i e fwrote:
f ~ . "In order to be v i e
torious we must strive to be the strongest at the point of

contact with the enemy. This can be achieved only if we determine the course of operations and do not wait passively
for what the enemy has decided to do to us. . It i s hardly
possible to defeat a stronger enemy without taking risks.
It is in times of misfortune that s k e n of
~ character and the
ability to find a means of
the situation manifest
themselves."
Every single word of this passage i s a revelation to the
Bonn militarists' army.
Schlieffen hoped io apply his concept of a sudden,
. . overpowering blow in the first world war by concentrating ninetenths of the Geman forces to be employed against Fmw
on the frontiers of neutral Belgium, 1e'avkg ody :a skeieton
defense on the southern s art of the Western fiont and on the
frontier between-Russia t$d East Prussia. After dealing with
Belgium and Francerby means of one flanking movement,
seizing Paris and surrounding the French Army, he intended
using all available forces for an assault on tsarist iRassiaeand
terminating the war in a few months, Even toddy, tpeqmm
d t a r i s t s are of ,the opinioa that in : 1914 Schlieffen's plaq
yws ruined.by.his successor,. Moltke Junior, who weakened'
the right flank of.the German Army. Both the *Kaiser.and,
hter, Hitler, launched a war on two fronts which made it
pecessary to divide their forces-this, say the Gennan militprkts, rwastheir chief fault. But with due flowance made for
this politid blunder, the Schlieffen strategical principle is.
still accorded the profound confidence of the German mili- -
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tarists.

What is more, they, believe that the real author of the
most aggressive of all strategic doctrines now in vogue in &
West, the doctrine that oocupies the minds of the most desperate imperialists, is not the .Pentagon at all but Schlieffea
and, consequently, the C e d n school of war. It is certainly
true that ever since his death SchliefFen's disciples have ?per-
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Thelesgence :of ,the m d e m art of .w& the ~ent&onmorerecently:,asats,is b shower the enemy eth h y d r o g ~1;~mbs
suddenly t a q d witbout warning to ,put him out of action im-'
mediately, giving him no time to -vex
and rep$ In 1959,
General Power, comman&g

the U.S. Strategic Air Forces,

told Congress that he would like to speak of the philosophy
of unleashing w a r and of the tremextdoUS advantages on the
side of the one who starts it Power said that the U.S.A. must
always be ready to strike the first blow, and added that whoever gained superiority in long-range nude& rockets and made
a .sudden attack, codq .destrc~ythe enemv's nuclear forces
in,thirty minutes and decide.the ,gutcome df the war.
. That is what the .traxqa&mtic' potentid aggp-essors think.
They am _only warrjed by b.
fact that those who have gone

..

mad on the idea of i,
sudden, treacherous attack do not possess su dority in rocket weapons; superiority belongs to. the
Soviet nion, a cawtry that champions the.maintenance &d
comolidation of peace. The American militarists re& this
and know they are powerless' against the rocket might of the
U.S.S.R. But they still believe that they are the authors of
the "sudden attack" theory. In iecrek' @eir German allies
dispute theii. priority and they,are probably right.
What is the actual differencie betweeq the sudden atomic
attack doctrine and ~chlieffen'k C a n m doctrine. The only
difference i s a still peater ~mpcentrationof mews of destruction in the'striking force at .the decisive moment; instead
of tons, they now think in terms of m e g a t d In what way
does this doctrine &Fer from Kith's Blitzkrieg strategy?
Only in -the faster tempo of aggression; instead of days and
weeks, they now think in tenns of minutes and hours. 'Different weapons, &erent tempos. In essence, the idea is stin
the sam-a. lightning attackswhen least expected. rlon't
wait,mas ~chlieff&said, "determine events yowsetf?
We can now see how the new variation af the Schlieffen
plan is refracted through the prism of Bonn war politics.
Captain von Gliega, a former aide-de-camp of the Cornmandepin-Chief of the West German Air Force, who rectint1.y
went over to the ~ e r m a nDemocratic Republic, speaking of
tlie "basic concept" of military p1anning in Bonn
its pr6sept formf said that "It is no doubt intended to deal fhe &st
blow, so that no counter-blow will be nec&sary.*
.Far obvious reasons, the Wekt Geman revanchists avoid
. an. open discussion on such topics. Nevertheless they now
and again let a word slip out.
..

5

- A Milifary Gamble
In July, 1960, the semi-official Bundeswebr journal, Die
Wehrkunde, published an article on 'hlilitary Leadership in
the Atom Age," obviously for purposes of instruction. The
author, J. Kmmpelt, was a colonel on Hider's General Staff.

Knunpelt ass&ed that'the old BliWeg doctrine ktood in
need of revision and stressed the following: %.view of the
long range of atomic weapons
blitz campaip'as formerly
onceived will scarcely be possible.
N c ~ ' & m sof blitz
perations mwt, therefore, be planned.* M?bt~~P
colbpel -pelt
M v e s a t the waddm that the task
's one of launching an atomli? &auk on th+ egmniy at.the
right moment. The assault musf have as .its targets . .
centers where the enemy's man powa ahd matedial resources
are condeitratkd. 'Ingeneral, the first 'uie of zh~rsitomic weapon is dechfve. If the )blow$ dealt a t )decisivetargets. in the
enemy bamp he v$I have no opp,brt&ty to reply at that stage
of the battle with either' atoplfc or conventional weapons."
The targetsrbbe attadred, according to the article, are Moscow, the,Urals, Soviet oilfields and- oil pipe-lines. Krumpe1t,
furtheriziore, said that there shonld be no fdar of using atomic
weapons: Tear is a bad munsellor in waithe.n
This is the doctrine of sudden atoniic aggression in its
purest form. .And the die-hard from Hitler's General Staff
is teaching it to Bundeswehr officers as if he had forgotten
how tfie last Blitzkrieg ended.
When Speidel spoke to the U.S.Army Association he enlarged on'the strategy of an assault launched % h o s t or completely without warning=" The object of the attack, he saidj
was to "destroy the &emY, e s p i d y his reserves in depth."
Speidel, of course, pbyed a rather crude trick, in ascribing
his own strategy to the;enemy.
It would be a mistake ta assume that matters ended with
such isolated or acddental'remarks. The facts leave no room
for doubt that Bonn has already evolved a complete theory
of the actual application of the doctrine df a sudden blow
to the specific "possibilities" of the German Federal Republic.
The theory starts from the' assumption that under presentday conditions the key to a strategid soluti~nis to a great
extent in h Navy armed with medium and long-range rockets.
The aimbination of submarines and rocket weapons, the potentid aggresms maintainb furnishes sea strategy with new
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p+bllltieda. First place is no Zpngez
q+$l3f3ajrdhdttJem

a P p ~ - p r @ e d s J , ~ e . Sincao.vesgsl.~f.tbis~isinde.
@nt
of the weather at sea, can
submerged mid good
time take. Up its : p i t i o n in the vicinity if.important enemy
tpg& it is suppasea to be ~ c ~ a r l ~ ~ ~ for
~ #suddeh
tab~
q a u l t strategy. It% assuped &at tb;$tomic subrnaTip9;
Wt,"invisibley
.' when submerge#$ will begin by plastqhp
the enemy with hydrogqm piwileg.
.. Nor is there any need to analm in h& the q&itary
theories of the mvancbistq .s-;
they arei fpJlaciow bin'
ma-.
q p t W e have only to rkwbqr dmt.the qgrkgp~sam ngt
tbe. only onq who have.-rockets;ar,that $ppr,th8 militqtarV
pbi.t of view, m y sea -'be vi&wtd
fram .&pjqyt
..
. . as ,wefl.a!.
"
are redly pot ,anelusive,
from the west; or ,$hatsub
weapon of war. The Germm=ts
have always,b m dis-1
tinguished for their lwk of f u ~ ~ s i g h ~ t p - ~ ltw.s@b
a ~ i n g tbir*
enemies .intbe back, tbey always forget the@awn:heads. : Who
qm dqubt ,that the haife
be lolocked opt of 'their hands,
at.
firs^ h
t
,
in the first secand d any,a~p;'twiveact?;
There is another interesting point: the intoxieation of tbe;
Bonn m j l i w with the suddei-attack d o c t r h ~ ' . q I a i n s
thau noisy pmpaganda about the role of the Baltic ,Sea b.a;
t
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fature war.
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I t is hemming obvious wfiy ~evshgerand Speidel are'
"

?

,

i. ( r

. f e v d ettempb to get &eir handis.m NATO f ~ m
in the Bdtic area after e 2 f t a b ~fheir.
. supreqqacy in the
!&s*aw,
couptries. W e .begin to ,w$lqm~&+l,why the
puma1 W B We-k-?
as b g ago ~o D m b e r I 1958,siid
W,the 3dtk % the sea h which the .fawnd NATO. will be
dedddmland demanw that it qbould % .ip thq:Center of
NATO military planning." W e can also u ~ d why
~ Ad?
~ d
mimil Heye; the d u g Christian Demomatip Union's military
expertr told the 3 3 0 ~Parliaqe* in in1956, that, ?the future.
navy.-[g3fbthe Gcman Fedem1, Rqp&k] is not - @portant in
bKtbyt:will s m e to fill a breach " t i bxiqlgehead re-.
gion" that 4s ?decisiven for tbe estite NATO system. From

the defense point of view,

Sea is 0 8 M y not

the B&c

of

decisive importance to Western Germany. In Bonn, apparently, it .is believed that the case i s different when viewed
from the standpoint of aggrqssj~d.: , .
The eatire structure of th&'~e$&al:
kepbblie9~
nky provides a picture from w&& we may jidge the
method
of aggression. As we have sdd' i b - u ~,ihe
, ~ 'WestGerman
naval program involves mainly the building of s m b ~ d and
s
small, fast surface craft -ted
wph the Baltic flmt, too,
is the plan to ann Western ~ e r r r u kwith
~ h e r i a a n Polaris
rockets that has
'

'

'

the Same "Baltic stratem"
,. This is not the &=st"t&n~,
Hensinger-has compiled awession p h . There wzis a-time when he wrott: under Elitiefs
orders and ~eitefssuper&'ibn The &st of these committed
suicide,.the second was hangd, : ~Possibl~,
Hetsinger's eyes
are again tmw$ @,..thq
- But it is not out of the question that he :is also interested ip other points of the compass.
It is pointed out in Londoqktbat Polaris rockets, fired from
the Baltic se%.would r-ch. &foscow. .Is it, however, any farther from-&&'Baltic ~ k d , ' t pLondon than it is to Moscow?
Any bookao#.referencei kill t6l.Jlig that the distance to London
4 shorter.,
i:!..!,
A study of revanchist strategy leads to one very definite
conclusion. It i s an insane strategy butlt up around the fenew& Schlieffim:-the;
af a -sudden and .*invisible" atomic assault '~easingei~,
Speide! and Foertsch a p
ently believe that thqr ke:.m;E'ddti step forward in comparison with Hitler and have mvented sometking in the nature of
a *super-?ditzn . ...
They have- invented .+-it-6Ut- - 'dghst whom?
'
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